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Our overarching Principles to Ensuring that Reading is at the Heart of all

Learning
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EYFS and KS1 KS2
Children will have the opportunity to demonstrate their command of
phase group reading skills through:

● Reading being at the heart of all learning, in every lesson,

across all subjects

● Using Little Wandle - a systematic and synthetic phonics

programme carefully matched to children’s phonetic knowledge

● Regular whole class shared reading experiences (daily EYFS)

● Reception and Year 1 - 3 reading sessions per week following

the little wandle reading practice approach.

● Year 2 Weekly guided group reading sessions

● Catch up reading sessions where appropriate.

● 1:1 reading daily with a teacher or LSA where appropriate

● High quality, aspirational texts being at the heart of every

writing sequence

● Peer reading opportunities (EYFS ‘share’ a book with a friend)

● High quality and varied texts (including including a range of

fiction, non-fiction and poetry) being shared with classes by the

teacher, for pleasure

● Involvement in the performance of poetry

● Sharing loved texts with peers, and on World Book Day

● The reading and learning of play-scripts for KS1 performances

● High expectations of reading experiences at home, children

sharing texts with an adult at home at least five times per

week: parent reading workshops offered to support in

providing high quality reading experiences for their child(ren)

Children will have the opportunity to demonstrate their command of
phase group reading skills through:

● Reading being at the heart of all learning, in every lesson, across

all subjects daily

● Regular whole class shared reading experiences

● Weekly guided group reading sessions

● 1:1 reading daily, with target children, in school time, and in some

cases before and/or after school

● High quality, aspirational texts being at the heart of every writing

sequence

● Every (half) term children lead through a poetry sequence, of a

different style each time, leading to a performance which involves

all children

● Regular peer reading opportunities

● High quality and varied texts (including including a range of

fiction, non-fiction and poetry) being shared with classes by the

teacher, for pleasure, daily

● Sharing loved texts with peers, and on World Book Day

● The reading and learning of play-scripts and songs for KS2

performances

● High expectations of reading experiences at home, children

sharing texts with an adult at home at least five times per week:

parent reading workshops offered to support in providing high

quality reading experiences for their child(ren), as well as more

informal meetings with parents on a more regular basis
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